"Multiple Program Accreditations: Mastering the Juggling Act," written by CHAMPS Oncology’s Toni Hare, is the March/April 2012 Oncology Issues cover story.

The article was chosen as the Oncology Issues cover story for the important re-launch of the publication because of its relevant and timely advice for cancer programs. In it, Hare discusses six ways to best juggle multiple accreditations and then puts those best practices to the test by featuring a case study on CHAMPS' client Ohio Health's Riverside Methodist Hospital. The article also included quotes and tips from other CHAMPS clients.

To read Hare's Oncology Issues Cover Story, "Multiple Program Accreditations: Mastering the Juggling Act," in full, visit www.accc-cancer.org.

###

Like CHAMPS Oncology on Facebook at www.facebook.com/CHAMPSoncology

CHAMPS Oncology partners with cancer programs nationwide to transform quality cancer data into valuable information - information that can be used to achieve accreditation, strategic planning, community outreach and cancer care objectives. With 35 years in the industry, CHAMPS provides clients with personalized and specialized compliance management services, including Commission on Cancer consulting; cancer registry management and operations; quality control; cancer information management; abstracting assistance; and workflow and productivity analysis. For more, visit www.CHAMPSoncology.com.
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